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Eight hundred years ago Fibonacci, also known as Leonardo da Pisa, finished 
the initial copy of his book, Líber Abbaci. 1 Medieval Europe was rcady for such a 
compendious volume on calcu lations of whatever kind in the fields of arithmetic, 
gcomctry, and algebra- as these subjects were becoming bettcr known in bis da.y. 
Roman numerals were yielding to Hindu-Arabic numera.Is to such an extent that , 
although advocated by Leonardo at the bcginning of his book with complete (tedious!) 
instructions on how to use them in every arithmetic operation, their use in Florence 
was forbidden in 1299.2 Syntheses of Euclidea:n geometry were being replaced by 
translations of Euclid's Elements. 3 Three translations of al-Khwarizmr's al-jab1· were 
circulating in many copies. 4 The complement to the translations of A rabie and Grcek 
texts into Latin wa.s Fibo:nacci's foundational text , Liber Abbaci. 

Prccious littlc is known about Leonardo , apart from an autobiographical précis in 
the introduction to Liber Abbaci. Born in Pisa, ltaly, about 1175 he was rea.red as 
a teenager in Bougie on the Algcrian coa.st where his father wa.s a customs agent for 
Pisan mcrchants. He learned basic computational arithmetic from a local teachcr , an 
experience that motivated him to study mathematics in greater detail as he travelcd 
about the Mediterrancan 011 business. Returning to Italy he completed thc writing 
of Líber Abbaci in 1202. His ?metica geometria, a collection of useful theorems from 
geomctry and (what would cvcntually be namcd) tr igonomctry, appcared in 1202 , 
to be followed in about five years by Liber quadratorum,5 a work on indeterminate 
analysis. His prowcss in mathematics came to the attention of t he Emperor, Frederick 
ll . who invited Leonardo to his court, to engage in mathematical tournaments. The 
date of his death is usually pul at 1250.6 

0 A different vcrsion of this papcr was dclivcred al thc a.:nuual 1111--eting of tht• Canadian Sodcty 
fo r thc History and Philoso¡1hy of Malhcmalics, Turonto, Ganada, May 26, 2002. 
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Thc bulk of tJ1c Líber· Abbací is devoted to solving a spectrum of problems, despite 
F'ibonacd's renlark in the dedicatory and initial paragraph, "This book focuses more 

011 theory than on applications." 7 This statement, from my viewpoint as a student 
of Leonardo's text, correctly describes only the third section of Chapter 15. Here he 
dcvelops algebra as a tool for solving number problems, the unraveling of relations 
between given and desircd numbers, thc soft of thing his contemporary, Jordanus de 
Nemore, would craft in greater generality in his influentia.I De numeris datis.8 The 
algebraic section on Libe1· Abbaci, the focus of this paper, has few practica! problems: 
six coin problems 9 and a seventh problem involving interest. 10 The remaining prob
lems ask for a number given certain conditions together with the numbers involvcd in 
the conditions. We shall sce t bat he beckons geometry from the wings to stcp forward 
and take ccnter stage in order to make the proccss of the solution clear. Fibonacci 
continues to align measure and number, an Arabic conjunction of geometry and arith
metic that leads to an algebraic way of thinking. In short, his algebra is interwoven 
with geometry.11 This essay on one part of medieval mathematics has severa! objec
tives: to offer an understanding of Leonardo's concept of algebra; to illustrate his 
µse of geometric concepts, figures, and methods to solve problems involving number 
rclations, each of which has been reduced toan algebraic equation;12 and to challenge 
interestcd readers to tlesh out solutions to severa! problems from Liber Abbaci. 

At this point we wou!d consider what Fibonacci understood by algebra from re
viewing· his sources aud what he apparently gleaued from them. He certainly used 
three treatises on algebra, by al-Khwarizmi (ca. 775 -ca. 850), abü Ka mil (ca. 850 
-ca. 930) perhaps in its Latin version known as Liber mahameleth 13 , and al-Kara]i 
(953 -c<1. 1029). His science of algebra (or theory of equations) is obviously ha.sed on 
Liber algebre el almuchabala of al-Khwfu'izmi. Leonardo summarized the six kinds of 
equations as t hey appear in this treatise: three simple equations and three compound 
quadratics with widely accepted terminology, numerus = dmgma = denarius, 1·es. 
radix, quadmtus, census, equari, restaurare, proportio. He perhaps first of all writers 
used the noun equatio in exactly the same way as we use the word equation today. 14 

Further, he adopted 22 problems apparently from the al-Khwarizmi text. Since these 
are 12 more than the 10 problems with which 1 found correspondence in the Latin 
translat ions, 15 I conclude that Fibonacci used an Arabíc text, or Latin version of one, 
closely related to that of al-Khwfuizmi. Lcvey identified thirteen problems in Libe1· 
Ahhací identical with problems in the algebra of abii Kamil, another four whi<:h kept 
t he form but changed the numbers, and a final twelve that are similar.16 Woepke 
found twenty-two problems in Liber Abbací that are either idcntical with problems iu 
al-Kara]i 's text orare quite similar , constants and coefficients alonc differiug. 17 Therc 
is an overlap of some six problems among thc three basic resources, apart from t lw 
introductory scctions with its mauy cxamplcs of the six classical equations. Ju short., 
Leonardo was wcll acquainted with Arabic algebra. 

Our apprcdar.ion of Lconardo's understanding of algebra is grcatly assistccf by the 
title hP. wrot.e for the algebraic section of Chapter 15: Now begins the lhird pru·t 0 11 llu: 
sofotio11 o/ certaü1 prnblems by meíln.\" o/ af.qebra and almuchnbala, 11m1iely proportio11 
tmd n:stomticm.18 The title dearly implies that Leonardo u11derstood algcbra lo he 
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a mcthod: for solvi ug problems. Two tools stand out , proportion and restoration. A 
third imbedded in his explanation on solving quadratic equatious is completing the 
squarc, more 011 this shortly. He had prcpared his readers well for proportion. Apart 
from its use in Chapters 8, 9, and 12 of Liber Abbaci, t he first two sections of Chaptcr 
15, which precede thc sectio11 011 algebra, are devoted cxclusivcly to proportion. 19 

Leonardo would use it to solve severa! problems in the algebraic section of Chaptcr 
15, particularly Problem 86 below. Restoratio11 is for him an algebraic rule whercby 
terms are moved from 011e side of a11 equation to the other ; the verb , n~slflura, has no 
other meaning in Liber Abbaci. The technique of complcting the square is used time 
and again for solving the bulk of the problcms. In summary then , for Leonardo Pisano 
algebra was t hc sciencc of equations for solving problems reducible to standardized 
forms, cmploying common termi nology, and solved by rues unique to the science or 
adapted from geometry. Only algebraic symbols are missing for which European 
algebra20 would ha.ve to wait until the rcnaissance, although I shall use them freely 
in what follows. 

Thc too! he uses more than any other for solv ing quadratic equations is thc method 
of completing the square. Now considered an algebraic mcthod, it is derivcd from 
Euclid 's Elements 11 .6. 

If a straight line is bisected and a straight line be added to it on a straight 
line, the rectangle contained by the whole with the added straight line and 
the added straight line together with the squarc on the half is equal to the 
square on the straight liue 111ade up of the half and the added straight liue. ~ 1 

The phrase, complet in_q the square, describes exactly what the method does. is 
excmplified in the solution of the cxample for t hc problem square and routs equal to 
numbers. Leonardo borrowed the example from al-K hw3rizml, to become the classit:al 
quadratic cquation in modern symbols, 

x2 +10x=39 
(The reader need be aware that the diagram and explanations which follow are based 
solcly on al-Khwarizml's instructions. 22 The terms of the equation are representcd 
by geometric figures , a square and a rectangle. The sum of their afeas is given. The 
rectangle is cut into two parts of cqual arcas which are attached to adjacent sides of 
the square. The L-shaped resu lt is then filled in with a second square which completes 
the square. Thr addition increases the given size of the figure. The solution fol\ows 
easily. 

x0 +~=39 
X lQ 

si = 39 s[T:l = 64 

xLm xttj 
(x + 5)(x + 5) = 64 

x+5=8 

x=3 

5 5 
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Challenge to the read~r: Solve diagrammatically as above the problem 
a square and fourteen roots equals fift.y-one. 

There is no better introduction to solving quadratic equations for secondary stu· 
dents than beginning with this geometric routine; any discussion about the second 
root of 64 is better left for later. 

Although the algebraic technique is nearly the same for solving the problem, roots 
and numbers equal to square, say, 6x + 16 = x 2 , not quite so obvious is the geometric 
diagrammatic procedure. To make this viable, the equation is transformed to 

x2 - 6x = 16. 

As can be seen, the square and rectangle have a side in commnon, with thc halves 
of the rectangle being subtracted from the square. The first subtraction is easy; the 
second not so. Half the rectangle, 3x, is easily removed from the original square, 
but not enough remains to remove the othcr half and !cave a square. Here a new 
s<¡uare the dimensions of which are half the number of roots is added to the base 
of the diminished square, thereby increasing the area so that the second half of the 
rcctangle can be subtracted from it. Finally, the side of the remaining square iR casily 
found and the problem is solved.23 

x - 3 

mn 
X ffilJ 

(x - 3)(x - 3) = 25 
x-3 = 5 

x=B 

Ali of this Leonardo summarized with the instructions, " Add the square of half the 
[uumber ofJ roots to the constant. To thc root of the sum add the aforement.ioned 
half, and you will have the root of t he desired square." 24 

Cliallenge to the reader·: Salve diagrammatitally as above the problem 
a square equals /ourteen roots an<l fifty·vnr.. 

In st.mlying t..he prohlc1ns aud solutious t hat. follow, severa] cautious are wdl kcpt. 
in mind . As imp\ied a hov1:, Fihonacci expressed ali opcrat.ious in so ma11y words: 
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he did not have the convcnience of our Cartesiau convention (a,b,c,··· ,x, y.z for 
known and unknown numbers), and symbols far operations and relations. The letters 
he does employ refer to geometric points, line-segments, and area. Ali operations 
are performed on known numbers and given line-segments. While he did express 
cquations and their solutions in so many words, he could not symbolize them as 1 
have done be\ow. With these remarks in mind , \et us reftect on three problems. 

More complex than thc foregoing example is Problem 59: 
I multiply thc root of six times a quantity by the root oí five times the samc 
quantity. Then 1 add to the product 20 dinars and 10 times the quantity. 
The whole is cqual to square of the quantity. 25 

The three statements are easily transfonned into modem symbols , 

(./6X)(,,l5;;) + IOx + 20 = x2 

which in so many words Leonardo reduces to the cquation 

J3ih2 + lOx + 20 = x2 . 

That is, a square of unknown dimensions is composed of three identifiable area.<;: thus. 

ª[]. 
b e e h g 

Identifying t~uare by its opposite vertices, ag = x2 , he recognizes the included 
arcas ae = v'30x2 , fh = lOx,and ig = 20. 

With the algebraic cquation well defined Leonardo continues, ''This falls under 
t hc rule !stated above] of roots and number equal to a square." 26 His initial step is 
to factor the first two terms, v'3QX2 + lOx; but unlike us he docs it geometrically. 
Fibonacci sets bg = x which implies that x = ab = f e = ih. It follows from Elemcnt.s 
11.l that be = J30 and eh = 10. Hence bh = J30 + 10; and he has factored the 
algebraic representation of the sum of two of the inner areas into ( J30 + lO)x. Time 
a11d again in othcr problems, Leonardo will use this devise to factor some ..;;;if. + bx. 
The solution by completing the square follows. After observing that J30 + 10 is a 
fourth binomial ,27 he divides the line bh in two equal parts at polnt c. Thcn 
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(1) be ch= 5 + j7'f. 
(2) ig 20 = (ih)'(hg) 

(3) fromfl)' (ch)2 (5 + /if )2 = 32~ + v'750 

(4) (2) + (3)' ig+ (ch)2 (cg)2 = 52~ + ;!750 

(5] v14l cg Js2! + ;!750 

(6] x = bc +cg (5 + /i! ) + J 52! + ;!750 
The essence of the technique is an application of Elements II.6: j0in an area [2] te 
the square of half a line-segment [3] to create a new square /4] . The square root [5] 
ofthis new area sets up the solution [6] . In practice, the technique of completing the 
square becomes a bit more complicated than the simple examples in the introductory 
section suggest . 

P roblem 54, which may be Le0nardo's own creafüm., is interesting because it leads 
to a most unusual statement about what today is called an irrational number. The 
problem is " Find a numbcr such that the sum of its squa.re ami the product of the 
number and the square r:o0t 0f 10 is 9 times the number itself." 28 Leonardo begins the 
S(·>lutio11 with words that are a clear example of the fusing of measure and number, 

Let the thing (x) which is the !ine .a.b. represent t he number. Add to it the 
line .b.9. which is the r00t of 10. 29 

Thereupon he c0nstructs the figure shown in the margin 0f the ma.nuscript but with0ut 
the modern symbols: 

to conclude that " the entirn an!a of rectangle .d .. q. is 9 time:; the nnmber .n.b."3º 
HPtlC:C, 
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{!] (.a.b.)(.a.b.) .b.d. 

[2] (.e. b.)(.b.g.) ( .a.b.)( .b.g .) = .e.g. 

[3] [!] + [2] ' . b.d. + .e .g . 9.a.b . 

[4] . a.b. + Vf6 

[5J .a.b. 9 - Vf6 
Having est.ablished step [3] , Leonardo moves to l4J without. inst.ruct.ions to the reader. 
Note however in the figure: since the width of the area is .a.d. = .a.b. , [3] impfü~s 
that the lengt.h is 9 = a.b. + v'ffi. Hence, [4] follows immediat.ely, a cousequcncc of 
Elements II.1. 

In a variation ou this problem, name!y that t hc arca of t.he rcctangle is 20,31 

Fibonacci remarks, "you will find that t he squa re and as man y of its roots as therc 
are tmits in the mots of 10 equal 20" 32 (italics mine). How ext.raordinary! To state 
that thcre are so many units in an irra.tional number! Nevert.heless , if wc set. thc 
problem up and complete the squarc on the equation 

x2 + xv'16 = 20 

we shaU find that x = JTO. We are so accustomed to reprcsenting the measure 
of thc diagonal o f a square by an irrational number, say .,/2, because there is uo 
un it. measuring the side of the square which measures the diagonal, t ha t we overlook 
t.he converse: what measures the diagonal does not measure the side. (1 can almos!. 
imagine Fibonacci remarking t.hat the line .a.b. can be bisected and its ha lves bisected 
as long as one chooses; and that when t he bisection has stopped, t here is a very small , 
unnamed unit that measures thc line-segment represcnted by Jtü.) 

The t.hird is my favori te problem, 86, because of thc cxpcct.ed contradiction that 
\eads to the solu tion: 

1 have divided 10 into 3 parts. The product of the smallest and largest parts 
equals the square of the middle part. Further, the sum of the squares of the 
smallest and middle parts equals the square of t.he largest part.33 

Fibonacci devoted nearly four pages of text to the problem for which he discusses 
i;everal approa.chcs to its solution , to find the three parts of ten.34 He bcgins by notiug 
t hat the first. condition , the product l (x2 ) = (x)2 requires t.hc three part.s of ten to 
be one, root, and square, respectively the smallest , middle , and largest parts of 10. 
Sincc the largest part is already a squa re, the second condi tion creates an unknown of 
thc fourth degrec, census census as t he tcxt words it specifica\ly, "When the square 
of t.he squarc is equa l to a square and a drachma (squared) , it is as though a squarn 
is cqual to a t hing a.nd a drach ma." 3 r. This is clearly equ ivalcnt to (x2 )'2 = x2 + 12. 
Regard lcss of the a pproach to so\ving the problem, and we shall scc that t.lu~re an~ 
t.hree approaches, the end res ult will be the three parts of ten , differing accordiug tu 
thc respective approach. The firsts approach or beginning envisions 10; x 2 + x + l. 
With t his in mind , !et us hegiu with a figure drawn after Leonard·s instructioms: 
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a e 

,[J 
The solut ion begins by recognizing which parts of the first condition are represented 
in the figure. 
[1] Assignments .a.g. = x 4 .a.e.= x 2 .b.e. l (~).b.e. = t = .b.f.:::; .f.e. 

(2] .a.e. x 2 = (.a.b.)(.b.e.) = x'(I) 

(3) 1 = (.e.g.)(.g.c.) 

(4) E/ements II.6 (.e.g.) (.g.c.) + (.f.e.)2 (.f.g.)' 

(5) That is 1 +(~)2 ~ = (./.g.)' 

[6/ From [l/&[5/ .b.f + .f.g. .b.g. = t + jf = x2 

[7/ [6/' ;! + /f 2 • 
x• 

[8/ x 4 =x2 +1 ;! +ji 2 • !+/f +1 2 • 
Q.E.D. 

From [IJ to [BJ the mathematics flows perfectly; the Jogic is impeccable. Regardless, 
the condusion is wanting. If thc square roots of the three terms in [BJ are added, 
their sum is 5.2360 ... , far shor t of the 10 required by the statement of the problem. 
Wha t arf' wc f.o think? A sl.urly of the problem iu his putative reso1m:c, t.hc 1J/-jnfw 
of abü Kiimil , only informs us that Leonardo added the geometric explanat.ioll to 
an otherwisc algebraic presentation. Both begin with the same assumption: Set llw 
smallest pm·t equal to one. The statement begins the procedure of single false po!-iitiou. 
After t he discovery of the false va/ue resulting frorn the assumption , a further s!.ep i.~ 

require<I to reach the t.rue value (here) of the sma/lest part of 10. The furthcr step is 
a proportion thc false sum is to the true sum as the false value is to the true value. 
Fibonacci takes t.his step: º' (A)s the sum of the three parts which werc found is to 10. 
so is thc <lrachma [our l J to the thing. "36 For lack of adcquate voc:abu/ary (symhols 
"!) he has shiftcd r.hc Wrm r"Cs to tfw smalfost part; J show thc d 1ange. using y for t.111• 

s11 1all~t l.crm. Hem:e, 
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l +~+(/i+i) 
10 

'-. [21 XM[!J y+ t.:- 1 !f:' 1 + -y2 + ( -y2 + -y2) = 10 
2 4 2 

··~ 

[31 ([21) 2 

[41 

t.:- 1, 5, ~1 ~ +-y = 100- -y - -y~ -30y - v50üy2 
2 4 4 
lOy = 25(3 - y'[;)+ y2 

[5] CTS [4] for the smallcst part y= 5 - J J3f25 - 50 [=2.5706. modern equiva\ent] 

To find the largest part, Leonardo sets it ec¡ua\ to one drachma, thc smallest 
term becomes the thing (res), and the middle term the square root of the thing. 

·· Consequcnt.ly, 1 > ./X > x. Without referring to the geomctric figure, he procccds 
immediately to 

'!'¡¡ 

[1] Given x2 +x=l 

[21 CTS x=/i-~ 

[31 V12l V<=J/i-~ 

[41 But l + (ji - i) + J.¡¡ -~ -¡ 10 

[51 Accordingly l+(v'T-!1+m=! 
10 

[61 XM[5] y2 + 50 = (5 + /!E)y 

[7] CTS [61 y= 2i + 10- J fi28f -12~ the largest part . 

Adding this to the smallest pa.rt a.hove and subtra.cting the sum from 10, the middle 
part becomes 

2~ + Jv'fü5-5o+ R lg - 12- - 31-
2 4 

Thcsc three sum to 10, as required. 
Fibonacci did not. Jet bis readers move 011 after completing the solution. Pcrhaps 

he felt that the techniquc rcquired rcinfon:ement for ease oí future use. So he bcgins 
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anew by seeking the largest of the three numbers: " If yo u wish to find the largcst 
part, set it equal to one and the smallest part to the thing."37 He has exchangcd au 
instruction from the beginning of t.hc first solution. 

Challenge to the reader: Find the three numbers as above only with 
the change stated here. 

To round out the exposition and offer a new challenge to hisreaders (and mine!), 
Leonardo suggests another way (per hanc aliam viam), the third approach to begin 
with: "Set t he middle part equal to 2 dragmas and the smallest part cqual to the root 
of the thing."38 The reason for the selection of the two values is that they are quite 
suitable for find ing the largest part by the "sum" condition . 

Challenge to thc reader: Find the three numbers with the 
information given here. 

Now I t rust that my readers appreciate why this is my favor problem. 
A further indication of Fibonacci's geometric thinking appears in the Chapter 14 

which focuses on finding and computing with square and cube roots and coujugate 
binomial surds. In the introduction to thc chapter he lists six propositions from Book 
11 of Euclid 's Elements whicb he idcntifies as necessary kcys (quedam necessarfo QTJC 

chmes dicuntur) for learning about the various roots. After t he last two propositions 
he writes: " AIJ thc problems of algebra and almuchabala can be reduced to thesc last 
two propositions," 39 namely II.5 and 11.6. T his statcment alone prompts thc qucstiou, 
Oid Fibonacci think he was creating a "geometric algebra" ? While I describe his work 
with this cxpression , I leave it to others to argue their positions.40 Geomctry was 

certainly a guiding light. 
In t he body of the section on algcbra in Chapter 15 after the introduction , Leonardo 

posed 97 problems. You have seen how three of them are solved by geometric t.ools, 
by completing the square and proportion. Of the remaining 94 problems, some thirty
five are solved eit her immediately by geometric tools or by geometric methods acting 
as aids. Clearly, Leonardo used geometric figures, concepts, and skills to assist in the 
solution of algebraic equations. Such is t he geometric algebra of Leonardo Fibonacd . 
Pisano. 

++++++ ++++++++++ 
Note My thanks to the three reforees who helped me improve the clarity and expositiou 
nf t his essay. 

l. B. Boncompagni, /f Líber Abbaci di Leoriarcfo Pisa110, Vol. 1 of ScnUi di Leo11anfo P isrmo 
Matematico del secolo decimolerzio. Rome: T ipografia cle!Je Scienze Matematiche t! Fisiclw. 
1857 !h ereafter cited as BLA, thc whole number bcing the page number and thc dcciinal 
part the linc m.1mbers). Dcspite t he date 1202 in the t ittc, t he initial paragraph m akL'!I it 
c\ear that this is the rcviscd aud corrccted cdition of 1228. G. Libri , Hislo1re de11 Sc1em:e., 
Malhémal ique er1 Ua/ie de¡mi., la rc11aissance des /ettres, jusqu ' a la fin du 17~ su!cle, Vol.11 
(Paris, 1838; Halle: H.W. Schmidt . 1865 -2nd ed.), 307-479, the t ranscription ava.i lable to 11w 
contains only Ch. 15 [hcrca/ter d tcd as LLAJ. Fo r a highly dctailed a.nalys is of thc 1cxt ami 
r.n1111m·ntar y. consuJt H. Lürwhurg, Leo1111rct1 Piso11i Líber Abbac1 01ler Le11cverg111ige11 e111e~ 

Afolheruallktrs Mannlu•im: Wissn1scha ftsvcrlag,1993. Fnr rcadcr.i who havc acres.~ LO L.E. 
Siglcr"s monumental tra11sh1Lio11. Filxmacci's Libe.r Abaci A Traris lalwn mio Mod1·111 Eug/iJ/, 
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o/ l eo r1 ardo Pilono '• Dook o/Ca/cu/otiori (New York: Springer, 2002), please remcmber tlmt 
ProfCssor Sigler incorpornted into his translatio11 page notation , ~(p 1 93} for cxamplc, (which) 
refcrs to the approximntc bcgi1111ing of cach new page in the Latin (Boncompagni) editíon." 
Hcncc, thcre is no need to refcrcn ce the English t ra11sla.tio11 here. Fina.lly, my tra.11s\atio11s are 
far the most part less a verbo ad verbum than those of Profes.sor Sigler. 

2. D. Struik , ~ The Prohibition of the Use of Arabic Numerals in Florence," A rchives lnterna
tionale• d 'H11toire1 dea Science•, 1968 21:291-94. 

3. H.L. L. Busard, Th e Medi eval Latin 'Ihms/otion o/ Eudid '• Elem e11l .s Madc Dircctly /rom t/1c 
Grt:ek. Stuttgart: Fra.111. Steincr Verlag, 198'1, 

4. B. Hughes, "Gerard of Cremona's Translation of al-KhwAri imT's al-Jabr: A critical edi
tio11," Med1ae11al S tvdies 48 , 1986,211·63. See algo B . Hughes, Roberto/ Chester's Llitiu 
Trar1slahon o/ a/-Khwárizml's al-jabr, Stuttgart: Fra.m Steiner Verlag, 1989. aud W. Kaun
zner, Die Lateinische Algebm in MS Lyel/52 der Bodleion Librory, Oxford, frii.h er MS Ad
mon! 61 2, Vienna: Ósterreichische Akademie der Wisscnschafien Phil.-Hist. Kla.sse, Sit:t. 
1986 ,475. Band , 47-89. No othcr Latin translations of al-Khw~riimi's o/-Jabr have been 
found . 

5. L.E. Sigler, Loo11urdo Pfarmo Fibonacci's Book o/Squares. Bastan : Academic Press, 1987. 

6 Easily accessible material on his life and works may be found at the Ma.cTutor web site, 
http://www-history.mcs .st -and.ac. uk/ history The most recent work on the lifo and works of 
Leonardo is by R . Franci, "11 Liber Abaci di Leonardo Fibonacci 1202-2002," in La Mate111atica 
neUa Sociela e nella Cultura, Bollettino della Unione Mat emotiro Italiana (8) 5-A, Agosto 
2002, 293-328. A comprehensive description of mathematics in medieval Europe is Ch. 8 of V . 
Ka.ti' A Hi story o/ Math cmatics An lntroduction (New York: HarpcrCollins, 1993) ,266-301. 
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385 
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any source. 
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LLA 361.18-21 
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